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01 | TEACHING PHILOSOPHY
As both a student and educator I firmly believe the act of teaching and stimulation of knowledge
has never been bound by the classroom. Though the transition from a traditional and celebrated liberal
arts university to an experiential and celebrated institution centered around the art of making, I have
come to understand the benefits of a discovery driven environment as a basis for structuring learning and
conversation. As an educator I seek to build an open learning environment which caters to the garnering of
community. This must be done through strong student/professor partnerships, aided by small class sizes,
resulting in teaching as conversation. I have learned through my years of higher education, that the retention
of information and ability are greatly improved through student interaction and engagement rather than
through the regurgitation of information.
Within the profession and academics of architecture, our relationship to the environment becomes
enhanced within the realm of learning potential. A large amount of learning occurs outside the confines of
the classroom, where one interacts within the built environment of study. We cannot learn in one place and
one place alone, same as we cannot learn in strictly verbal and audible interactions. A student of architecture
must encounter, experiment and discover to be able to create, and I strive to encourage the highest amount
of experimentation through production in various forms. Scale and representation are key to the profession
of architecture, and thus to encourage a strong understanding of their relationships I steer students down a
path playing with variances in the two, pulling out the 3D from the 2D, reconstructing and reconverting back
and forth.
Architecture is an iterative and seemingly never-ending process, and thus is architectural instruction.
Design education revolves around laying a firm foundation for students to discover their traction, while
allowing them to begin to chip away at that foundation through the breaking of rules and the questioning of
reality. I encourage self-motivation in students through critical questioning and testing, reinforcing the habit
of process. Within my own studies I have discovered that making and breaking rules are key. As many of us
say its better to ask for forgiveness rather than permission, and though this mentality of pushing boundaries,
design flourishes.
This process begins to setup the individual as their own designer, providing a crucial level of
ownership. One should never be afraid of going beyond the rules given regarding, but not limited to, site,
material and color. Encouragement within reinterpretation pushes the individual to create a project that is
wholly theirs, this can only be done through educator as mentor. Too many times have we seen students or
colleagues leave a studio feeling unsatisfied as their final design resembles that of their professor over that
of the individual. Here the educator is not the mentor but the professor or teaching, inflicting their design
intentions as opposed to building those of the students. Through a constant setting and breaking of rules, an
open and free space to do so, and the mentorship and encouragement of the educator, the students begins
grow a process of ownership and discovery in design and making.
As architects we are both professionals and scholars, and as such we have a constant thirst for
discovery. This discovery is what sets architecture apart from other fields of study. The field of architecture
encompasses a multitude of subjects from art and design to psychology and medical sciences. A strong
knowledge of liberal arts philosophies greatly enhances our ability to design, we must understand humans
and their interactions with the built environment. My focus within the field of architecture is strongly
interdisciplinary, centered around the interaction of psychology and the built environment and primarily
within the urban setting. With a strong liberal arts background, focused on culture and urbanism, I strongly
encourage the discovery of knowledge across all platforms as a central part of architectural education.

In the architectural profession we never work alone, we rely on those around us as we are constantly
learning, evolving, and discovering. Through the creation of an inclusive, welcoming and communicative
environment I hope to garner a strong studio culture with my students. I believe within a classroom setting
or learning environment we are all equals. I strive to encourage a communicative and interactive studio
environment, where students learn from each other and not only the professor. I am a strong advocate for
studio culture, we learn so much more through observation and conversation with our peers. I really cannot
stress enough how valuable this type of culture is, not only for class work, but also for the development
of strong time management skills, as well as the advancement of individual self-motivation and design
independence.
Throughout my education I have been fortunate to experience learning within small and intimate
classroom settings. Small class sizes greatly improved my education through the garnering of strong
relationships with my fellow peers and professors. Throughout my seven years of higher education I
have created many close ties with my instructors, many of which have helped me and guided me past
the classroom. I strongly value this type of professor student relationship and seek to build these strong
relationships with my students, not only for student benefit but also for my own. The minute we being to
influence our own learning we become a teacher, and as such we never cease to learn, we are always both
the student and the teacher. I believe this is the key to a strong student/instructor relationship, based on the
cyclical transmission of knowledge.

02 | INCLUSIVITY STATEMENT
I am not a woman architect. I am both a woman and an architect. This is my philosophy when it
comes to inclusivity in scholarship, professionalism, and disciplinarity.
Architecture is a worldly profession, focused on diversity, culture, ethics and inclusivity. I have long
been dedicated to diversity and to the dispersion of knowledge unbound by social, cultural, political, gender,
biological and economic strata. Growing up in the suburbs of Detroit and gaining an undergraduate education
in New York City, I have continued to benefit from a diverse, cultured, and open learning environment. I
strive to create and promote an empowering studio and learning culture, focused on individual development
for the greater culture of our world.
I do not tolerate exclusion, manipulation or intimidation based on any religious, cultural, ethnic,
societal, gender or economic backgrounds. Our society has turned global and so must we, and I strongly
believe that I have become a better person through the diversity and openminded upbringing I have
been fortunate to have. I believe we as individuals are more than our gender, culture, and socioeconomic
groupings, and that we cannot focus on these differences. We must embrace them, use them, redefine
them, and collaborate with camaraderie.
I am an architect, educator, student and artist. I am not defined by my gender, race, or culture. In the
end we are all human.

03 | COURSE PROPOSALS
QUESTIONING HOME : HOUSING THE HOMELESS

RISD Architecture [ARCH-1511]
6 Credit | Advanced Studio | Fall 2018
Bayard Ewing Building (BEB) | 4th Floor Studio
14 Seats | Open to Graduate & Undergraduate
Closed to Non-Majors
Prerequisites: Making of Design Principles, Architectural Design, & Urban Ecologies
Estimated Matrials Cost: $50-$200

Homelessness in the United States has been repeatedly defined as an epidemic. In this studio
students will have the opportunity to deal with the political, social and economic factors that have brought
us here, as well as our growing need for spacial efficiency, to design a comprehensive solution to our housing
problem. Multiple disciplinary concepts will be studied, including the relationship between politics, economics
and architecture, as well as housing practices and our current ecological status. The goal of this studio is
to shift our thinking on homelessness, and begin to understand the factors involved, many of which we as
architects cannot change, but can drive us to better design by tackling this complex issue. Students will be
asked to study the history of the homeless in the United States and the sociopolitical factors beneath. Using
this research and personal knowledge a thorough and complete redefinition of the home is at stake. What
is home when you don’t have one? What can a home be? And who occupies the home? We live in society
bound by material possessions, space and ownership, but lose sight of the basic necessities one needs.
Through an iterative design process, students will look at all levels of housing, with an end goal that begins to
blend these into a single solution. Students will be given an economically and socially unwanted site to study,
map and analyze, to impose their housing solution. While we as designers are not law makers, we can use our
abilities to better our communities, for our neighbors and ourselves.

THE URBAN FABRIC FOR HUMAN INTERACTION:
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN IN THE URBAN ENVIORNMENT
RISD Architecture [ARCH-1512]
3 Credit | Seminar | Fall 2018
Bayard Ewing Building (BEB) | Room 124
14 Seats | Open to Graduate & Undergraduate
Open to Non-Majors
No Prerequisites
Estimated Matrials Cost: $50-$100

This seminar will take an introductory look into the complexity of the urban fabric focused on
architecture and civic planning. While these two disciplines encompass a world of subdisciplines, we will only
be scratching the surface to research and understand how and why our cities look, feel, and function the
way they do. Students will be asked to read in full, Why We Build by Rowan Moore and A Country of Cities
by Vishaan Chakrabarti, two fundamental texts to understanding our place within the built environment and
future of urban design and architecture. A strong understanding of societal, political, and cultural factors is
key to designing in the urban setting. The seminar will be divided into two halves, the first, research, and the
second, design. With New York as a case study, students will study the complete history of the city and its
urban development as an investigation into American planning, and work in teams to produce a schematic
design for a large multiuse building in a city of their choice. Using their design, students will prepare their own
urban manifesto, creating a series of guiding principles for design of both their project and those to come.
Today over half the world resides in cities, and the numbers continue to rise as the earth’s population hurdles
toward one hundred million, providing a necessity for understanding the complexity of the world in which we
live.

FABRICATING URBANITY

RISD Architecture [ARCH-1522]
3 Credit | Studio | Wintersession 2019
Bayard Ewing Building (BEB) | 3rd Floor Studio
14 Seats | Open to Graduate & Undergraduate
Open to Non-Majors
No Prerequisites
Estimated Matrials Cost: $100-$500

This studio aims to question place-making through the critical analysis of both the urban and the
form, and the examination of the shifting scales of architecture and the built environment. Students will
first be asked to study urbanism through an analytic exploration into Providence, examining the human
relationship to the city and its setting. Guided by a brief background of urban design basics, students will be
assigned a site as a focus their study, that will later become the location of their design intervention. Through
an ongoing process of drawing and modeling, students will engage in an integral process of formal making
as experimentation into the relationship between scale and human encounter. These analytical observations
will be recorded both in two-dimensional and three-dimensional forms, which will be referenced throughout
the course and ultimately will become the basis to their final design intervention. Using the knowledge and
questions gained from the examination of form and scale, students will be asked to design and fabricate
a site-specific installation or built intervention focused on human interaction as the creation of space
and place. There is no limit to material, scale, use, medium, or form. Depending on size students will thus
fabricate their design to scale, keeping in mind materiality, representation, and the encounter.

04 | SYLLABUS

FABRICATING URBANITY

RISD Architecture [ARCH-1522]
3 Credit | Studio | Wintersession 2019
Bayard Ewing Building (BEB) | 3rd Floor Studio
January 3 - February 6, 2019
1:10pm - 6:10 pm

INSTRUCTORS:
			

Karin Hostettler | khostett@risd.edu | (248)229-2862
Hannah Winders | hwinders@rsid.edu | (217)553-0996

OFFICE HOURS:

Mondays | 1:00-3:00pm | BEB 402

ABSTRACT:
What factors orchestrate our movement through and interaction within the world around us?
What are the forces at play that construct our sense of place within the urban environment? Through the
analysis of scale and an extensive examination of the “city,” we seek to explore the link between human and
urban through the lens of built form. Architecture materializes through the creation of spaces, and exists,
both at the urban scale of the city block as well as the minute scale of a Lego on the floor, awaiting the
step of a passerby. Through the human connection of object, form, and site, space becomes engaged, and
thus architecture need not be brick and mortar, but a place that interacts with those who inhabit it, both
physically and psychologically. Therefore, all objects become architecture when placed in an environment
allowing human interaction. This course looks to discover the relationships between site, scale and form and
its foundation within architecture and urbanism.
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This studio aims to question place-making through the critical analysis of both the urban and the
form, and the examination of the shifting scales of architecture and the built environment. Students will
first be asked to study urbanism through an analytic exploration into Providence, examining the human
relationship to the city and its setting. Guided by a brief background of urban design basics, students will be
assigned a site as a focus their study, that will later become the location of their design intervention. Through
an ongoing process of drawing and modeling, students will engage in an integral process of formal making as
experimentation into the relationship between scale and human encounter.
These analytical observations will be recorded both in two-dimensional and three-dimensional forms,
which will be referenced throughout the course and ultimately will become the basis to their final design
intervention. Using the knowledge and questions gained from the examination of form and scale, students
will be asked to design and fabricate a site-specific installation focused on human interaction as the creation
of space and place. There is no limit to material, scale, use, medium, or form. Depending on size students will
thus fabricate their design to scale, keeping in mind materiality, representation, and the encounter.

COURSE GOALS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To engage students in the environment around them at a range of scales and form making
To introduce the fundamentals behind and interconnection of urban design and architecture and to
understand design for place
To engage ourselves within our surrounding environment
To question the given definitions of art and architecture and discover the interplay between them
To contextualize our relationship with the build environment through making and craft
To inquire about and originate relationships between form, scale, and place
To expand and examine our understanding of human/space relationships

COURSE OUTCOMES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A strong comprehension of the relationship between site, scale and form				
A critical understanding of the interconnectivity of architecture and the urban environment
Conceptual growth and original transposition of form, site and scale				
A critical analysis of the relationship between art, architecture and the urban			
A generative and deepening definition of architecture and space making				
Capability to place one’s work within the context of architecture created by the individual		
Finely resolved final work/installation supporting individual ideals of form and place making

10%
10%
10%
15%
20%
20%
25%

COURSE REQUIREMENTS & EXPECTATIONS:
There are no prerequisites for the course, students of all levels and disciplines welcome, a wide range
of backgrounds is most exciting for this course.
Students are expected to pay attention in class, attend every class on time, be attentive, participate
in class discussions and critiques, and be working during in class work time. Studio work time is expected
outside of class times, plan wisely. This will ensure students grasp the concepts necessary to complete the
course. Assignments will be presented in class and expected to be completed prior to the beginning of class
they day they are due. In order to complete assignments students will need to spend time working outside of
class time.
Students are required to adhere to all rules of their studio and shop spaces, safety is the number one
priority. In case of emergency call RISD Public Safety.
COURSE ORGANIZATION & CRITIQUE FORMATS:
This course will be divided into three portions within the five weeks. The first segment will address
the relationship between site and human scale, focused on an analysis of Providence. The second portion
will address the relationship between form and scale, exploring an iterative process of making, analyzing,
and remaking. The final portion of the class will be devoted to the design and fabrication of the final design
intervention.
The studio will be composed of both in class work days and review days. These critiques will follow
the format of paired pin-ups, small group critiques, and full studio reviews at the end of assignments. When
given in class work days students are expected to remain in the studio for the duration of studio hours. Many
work days you will be meeting with both professors in one day at individual times, unless otherwise specified.
Students will be given time in class to work leading up to the final review.

ATTENDANCE:
Attendance to every class is mandatory and crucial to your performance. The information needed
to complete each assignment will be covered in lass and during presentations and discussions. All students
are expected to arrive to class on time and remain present for the duration of the class. After missing two
classes, your grade will be reduced, and your professor has the means to terminate you from the course.
More than two late arrivals will count as one absence. Some absences will be excused based on situation.
Attendance to all critiques is mandatory, missing any critique or review will have a detrimental affect on your
final grade.
COURSEWORK & EVALUATION:
Due dates are listed in the calendar section of this syllabus and will be announced at the beginning of
each assignment. Assignments must be ready at the beginning of class on the listed due date. Late projects
will be lowered a full letter grade (10 points) for each day late.
All Assignments must be completed in order to pass this course.
Weighting scale:
		
Project 1: Mapping and Analysis 		
25%
		
Project 2: Form Making 			
25%
		Final Project					50%
Grades will be based on the following criteria:
		Attendance					15%
		Quality of Work				35%
			Level of concept/origniality
			Formal resolution
			Conceptual understanding
			Craftmanship
		Working Process				25%
			Commitment
			
Timely completion of assignments
			Studio ethic
		Individual Effort				25%
			
Fulfilment of student potential
			
Ambition and development of work
			
Individual growth in design
MATERIALS:
Any required materials will be addressed in class. There is no limit on material or medium.
Approximate material costs: $100-$500
READINGS:
All readings will be provided to students. Students are expected to come into class prepared to
discuss the readings. A full list of readings is given in this syllabus.

MODEL SHOP POLICIES:
All students must adhere to the BEB Model Shop policies while using the shop. There will be one
mandatory day of shop training during class with David Dilks, please be prepared. Safety is of upmost
importance. Some shop equipment will be available for student use, other items such as sandpaper, drill bits,
goggles etc. must be supplied by the student. In case of emergency contact a shop monitor or technician
and RISD Public Safety. Any questions or concerns should be addressed to Karin Hostettler, James Dean, or
David Dilks.
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR DISABILITIES:
Please see Brittany Boyne, RISD’s Coordinator of Disability Support Services if you need academic
accommodations for any physical or emotional disability. This is best done at the beginning of the term in
order to proactively address any potential issues. Her office is located in Carr Haus, 3rd floor, and her contact
number is (401)454-6637.
DIVERSITY/INCLUSIVITY STATEMENT:
RISD is an inclusive environment, focused on the teaching of design and community, in order
to learn we must create an open and accepting workspace. People of all walks of life are allowed in our
classrooms as it is the only way to grow. Architecture is a worldly profession, focused on diversity, culture,
ethics and inclusivity. Exclusion, manipulation or intimidation based on any religious, cultural, ethnic, societal,
gender or economic backgrounds will not be tolerated. We as a community here at RISD must act to
maintain a positive and inclusive working and learning environment. In the end we are all human.
ACADEMIC CODE OF CONDUCT:
Plagiarism, cheating, falsification/fabrication, unauthorized reuse, unfair academic advantage, and
noncompliance are prohibited here at RISD and in life in general and are regarded as academic misconduct
by Academic Affairs and are grounds for expulsion as they undermine the academic integrity of the
institution.
READING LIST:
Barnstone, Robert. “Space Contained: Explorations in Woven Form.” Journal of Architectural Education, vol. 		
55, no. 3, 2002, pp. 163-166.
Botton, Alain De. The Architecture of Happiness. Penguin Books Ltd, 2014. pp. 77-103
Kotkin, Joel. The City: a Global History. DIANE Publ., 2009. pp. xix-xxii, 147-160
LeGates, Richard T., and Frederic Stout. The City Reader. Routledge, 2016. pp. 510-517, 530-539
Lerner, Jamie. Urban Acupuncture. Island Press, 2016. pp. 27-64, 89-92, 101-104, 119-124, 135-143
Moore, Rowan. Why We Build: Power and Desire in Architecture. Harper Design, 2014. pp. 1-33
Norman, Donald A., The Design of Everyday Things. Basic Books, 2013. pp. 37-73
Sudjic, Deyan. “Form and Function.” RSA Journal, vol. 153, no. 5526, 1 Dec. 2006, pp. 52-55
Waldheim, Charles. The Landscape Urbanism Reader. Princeton Arch Pr., 2006. pp. 125-139
Whyte, William Hollingsworth. The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces. Project for Public Spaces, 2014. pp. 1049, 90-101

COURSE PLAN:
Project 1
01/03
			Introduction and syllabus
Discussion		
Presentation of topics covered in course | Reading assigned | Due 01/10
Assignment		
Project 1.1 assigned | Analyitical map of Providence | Due 01/04
01/04
Pin-up/Discussion
Site Visit
Assignment		
01/09
Review			

Critique Project 1.1 | Discussion on urban scale & analytical drawing and mapping
Project 1.2 assigned | Site analysis at 3 scales| Due 01/09
Project 1 Review

Learning Outcomes:
		
Strong understanding of anayltical mapping
		
Comprehension with translation between urban and human scale
		
Ability to contextualize and abstract anayltical information
Project 2
01/09
Assignment		

Project 2.1 assigned | Form and scale study | Due 01/11

01/10
Discussion		
Paired Pin-ups 		

Discussion of reading | Presentation of scale and form | Reading assigned | Due 01/24
Studio Workday | Paired Pin-ups in studio

01/11
Small Group Pin-ups Studio Workday | Grouped Pin-ups for Project 2.1
Assignment		
Project 2.2 assigned | Multiplicity of form and scale | Due 01/17
01/17
Pin-up/Discussion
Assignment 		

Project 2.2 critique | Discussion on form in context and architectural representation
Project 2.3 assigned | Form as architecture | Due 01/23

01/18
Desk Crits		

Studio Workday | Individual desk crits

01/23
Review			
Project 2 Review
Learning Outcomes:
		
Capability in 3D form making and its translation to 2D
		
Understanding of shifting scale of form
		
Translation of form making to urban setting
		
Beginning comprehension and assesment of form and human relationship

Final Project
01/23
Assignment		

Final Project Assigned | Urban intervention at human scale | Due 02/01

01/24
Discussion 		
Desk Crits 		

Discussion on Reading | Presentation on human interation and place
Studio Workday | Individual desk crits

01/25
Paired Pin-ups		

Studio Workday | Paired pin-ups

01/31
Desk Crits		

Studio Workday | Paired pin-ups

02/01
Review			
Final Review | BEB 106
Learning Outcomes:
		
Finalized and complete design intervention
		
Thoughtful and critical design implimentation in site context
		
Thorough understanding of form, scale, site and human relationships
		
Strong anayltical 2D representations of final interventioon
		
Complete and well crafted final models/installations at appropriate scale

OVERVIEW OF DATES:
01/03		
01/04		

Class Introduction | Project 1.1 given
Pin-up Project 1.1 | Project 1.2 given

01/09		
01/10		
01/11		

Workday | Desk crits
Project 1 Review
Project 2.1 given

01/17		
01/18		

Small group pin-ups Project 2.1 | Project 2.2 given
Pin-up Project2.2 | Project 2.3 given

01/23		
01/24		
01/25		

Project 2 Review | Final Project assigned
Workday | Paired pin-ups
Workday | Desk Crits

01/31		
02/01 		

Workday | Desk Crits
Final Review

05 | CLASS PROJECT

FABRICATING URBANITY | PROJECT 1.1

MAPPING EXPERIENCE & MEMORY

Since the beginning days of civilization humans have had a strong relationship to urban life. Today
more people live in cities than the periphery. We are social creatures connected through culture, commerce
and industry. How do you begin to place yourself within this urban world? In this assignment you will be asked
to generate two maps of places close to you, one from where you come from and one from where you are.
Begin to think about the connections, or disconnections, these two places have with one another. Examine
how you use the city, how you interact with it, how you move through it and how you reside in it. There is no
right or wrong answer when it comes to your interpretations of place.
PART 01 | ILLUSTRATIVE CHARETTE
In 10 minutes please create a map of your hometown based on memory. This need not be an actual
map, but your interpretation of where you grew up. This map can include but not be limited to experience,
site, materiality, touch, scale, sound, feeling, architecture, and movement. As quickly and concisely as possible illustrate what makes your hometown your hometown within your own eyes. Do not worry about scale,
accuracy or orientation, this is an exercise to begin to understand place and urbanity. Using pen and paper,
draw the connections you have to place, space, and your surroundings. Be prepared to discuss your drawing
with your classmates as a way of describing your hometown.
PART 02 | PLACING ONESELF IN THE URBAN CONTEXT
Using the skills developed in the charette create a map of Providence based on your experience and
views of the city. Whether you have been here only a few months or a few years, begin to locate and understand the qualities of the city important to you. You may pick out what excites you about the city, or what
bothers you for that matter, there is no right or wrong. Think about the fabric and layout of Providence, and
how you interact within it. This need not be a physical map, but try to start to think about scale and how it
shifts and changes. How does one building relate to the next? How wide is the street? How do you cross the
river or the highway? Do you bike, walk, take the bus or uber? How do you move through the streets on your
way to class, the coffee shop or home? What is most important to you about living within the urban context?
These are all important questions to consider when placing yourself within the city. Your map may include the
entire city, or one small aspect that excites you or dissatisfies you, be critical in your understanding of place.
If you don’t know where to start take a walk, look up, and try to visualize the workings of the city. Please
complete this analytical and experiential map by the next class period. Your drawings must be at least 18x24
in your medium of choice. Please include at least one scale change.

DELIVERABLES
•
•

One figurative and conceptual “map” of your hometown to be completed and discussed in class
One 18x24 (minimum) “map” of Providence based on your experience within the city, addressing at least
two different scales, in any medium of your choice (analog, digital, or mixed media) due at the beginning
of the next class period

GOALS
•
•
•
•
•

To begin to familiarize yourself with analytical mapping
To examine the places and spaces in which you reside
To connect with the urban fabric around you and to notice things that have long gone unnoticed
To consider and understand the elements of the city that most affect you
To practice and begin to familiarize yourself with scale and the shifting scales of the urban

OUTCOMES
•
•
•

A complete and thorough map produced							20%
Careful considerations of the various scales of the urban 					
40%
A decisive understanding of place within the city addressed 				
40%

ASSESSMENT
Basic competency:
• All elements of mapping exercises completed
• A basic understanding of the urban form is unearthed
• Minimum drawing requirements met
Advanced competency:
• Mapping exercise begins to uncover multiple aspects of the city
• A critical analysis of the urban form
• Multiple scales of the city are addressed in one map
• One who begins to break the rules of a traditional map

EXAMPLES

06 | MIDTERM FEEDBACK FORM

FABRICATING URBANITY

MIDTERM FEEDBACK FORM

As we hit the midway poitn in our course, please help us evaluate how the studio is progressing. We
are looking at student, studio and professor reflection based on the perscribed course outsomes:
• A strong comprehension of the relationship between site, scale and form				
• A critical understanding of the interconnectivity of architecture and the urban environment
• Conceptual growth and original transposition of form, site and scale				
• A critical analysis of the relationship between art, architecture and the urban			
• A generative and deepening definition of architecture and space making				
• Capability to place one’s work within the context of architecture created by the individual
STUDENT REFLECTION
Please elvaluate your comfort with the following | 5-Very comfortable, 1-Very uncomfortable
Understanding and comprehension of interconnectivity of site, form and scale
1		2		3		4		5
Ability to analyze the urban fabric and uncover unsen factors
1		2		3		4		5
Production of individual definition and conecpt of architecture
1		2		3		4		5
Additional Comments:

STUDIO REFLECTION
Please elvaluate the current progression of the studio | 5-Great, 1-Poor
Studio assignements are clear
1		2		3		4		5

Discussions are helpful and inspiring
1		2		3		4		5
Course goals and outcomes have been stated and met
1		2		3		4		5
Critiques have been insightful and constructive
1		2		3		4		5
Additional Comments:

INSTRUCTOR REFLECTION
Please elvauate your instructors performance thus far | 5-Great, 1-Poor
Provide helpful and constructive criticism and feedback
1		2		3		4		5
Are prepared and on time to every meeting
1		2		3		4		5
Have strong knowldge on the subject at hand that they are able to communicate
1		2		3		4		5
Consideration for student workload and inclusivity
1		2		3		4		5
Additional Comments:

07 | ASSESSMENT RUBRIC

FABRICATING URBANITY

CREATIVITY
&
DESIGN
RELEVANCE

0
1
2
3

AMBITION
&
STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT

0
1
2
3

ASSESSMENT RUBRIC

FULFILMENT OF
DESIGN CRITERIA
&
CRAFTSMANSHIP

0
1
2
3

CONCEPTUAL
UNDERSTANDING
&
FORMAL
RESOLUTION

0
1
2
3

Unoriginal and/or
plagiarized design

Student is absent and
work does not progress

Does not meet any
project requirements

Nonexistant conseptual
and anayltical
understanding of space

Underdevloped design
lacking much relevance

Student is rarely in
studio, little and slow
progression of design
abilities

Most project
requirements are fulfiled
to some degree of
completion

Some basic
understanding of spacial
notions related to form,
scale and site

Complete design
addressing many factors
with a high degree of
design relevance

Student is always on time,
is involed in the project,
and shows progression
throughout course

All project requirements
are filled with a high
degree of completion and
craftsmanship

Strong understanding of
formal and spacial ideals
discussed in the realm of
site and scale

Highly complete design
exceeding all criteria,
pulling in insightful
external factors with a high
degree of relevance

Student goes above and
beyhond in class, is always
on time and attentive,
exceeds expectations and
is highly self motivated

Exceeds project
requirements, with fully
complete representations
of the highest
craftsmanship

Complete understanding
of the formal and spacial
ideas relevant relevant to
site scale within the notion
of human interaction in an
urban context
0 = Failing
1-3 = D
4-6 = C
7-9 = B
10+ = A

